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ABSTRACT
I reexamine the use of isolation by distance models as a basis for the estimation of demographic
parameters from measures of population subdivision. To thataim, I first provide results for values of F
statistics in one-dimensional models and coalescence times in two-dimensional models, and make more
precise earlier results for Fstatistics in two-dimensional models and coalescence times
onedimensional
in
models. Based on these results,I propose a method of data analysis involving the regression of Fyr/ (1
- FST)estimates for pairs
of subpopulationson geographic distancefor populations along linear habitats
or logarithmof distance for populationsin two-dimensional habitats. This regression provides in principle an estimate of the productof population density and second moment
of parental axial distance.In
two cases where comparison to direct
estimates is possible, the method proposed hereis more satisfactory
than previous indirect methods.

A

NALYSES of the structure of natural populations
are often based on the island or stepping stone
models. Functions of probabilities of identity of genes
within and between units, such as Fsr, are estimated
and compared to expectations under the island model.
The relationship between Fs7. and the number of migrants according to this model is often used to quantify
gene flow. This relationshiphas been shown to approximate the relationship between Fsr and the number of
migrants insteppingstone
models on a two-dimen1971; CROWand
sional space ( KIMURA and MARWAMA
AOKI1984; SLATKIN
and BARTON1989), and is used
to obtain indirect estimates of number of migrants or
“neighborhood size” from genetic data. Thesemodels
can also be used to study the distributionof coalescence
times ( SLATKIN
1991, 1993) , and therefore to obtain
the value of measures of population subdivision that
have been proposed for analyzing differences in allele
size distributions at microsatellite loci, number of nucleotide differences, and maybe quantitative traits (HLJDSON 1990; h N D E 1992; SLATKIN 1995). Analytical approximations have been obtained forcoalescence times
in the one-dimensional stepping stone model( SLATKIN
1991 ) .
Here, I present a new method of analysis that may
be deduced fromisolation by distance models. The estimation methoduses estimates of &for pairs of subpopulations rather than asingle Fstatistic for the entireset
of subpopulations. To that aim, I first provide results
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concerning expected values of measures of population
subdivision under isolation by distance. Then, I propose
an indirectestimator of the productof population density and second momentof parental axial distance. Theory suggests that this method is more reliable than currently used methods of analysis,particularly for types of
dispersal distributions that may be common in natural
populations.
There may be some correlation between direct and
indirect estimates of demographicparameters, ( e . g . ,
HASTINGS and HARRISON 1994; SLATKIN
1994; WARDet
al. 1994), but detailed case studies generally argue for
discrepancies between the two approaches ( e . g . , CAMPBELL and DOOLEY1992; SCHILTHUIZEN
and LOMBAERTS
1994;JOHNSON and BLACK 1995) . Cases where it is possible to compare “indirect” estimates to “direct” estimates obtained from observation of population densities and individual dispersal remain scarce. For the two
most detailed datasets I have found, where such a comparison is possible, I find a better agreement between
direct estimates and indirect estimates obtained by the
present method than with other indirect methods.
ANALJlTIC THEORY

Identity by descent in one and two dimensions: I will
consider discrete generation models for populationson
finite and infinite lattices in one or two dimensions,
Le., for subpopulations on a circle or twodimensional
torus of finite or infinite size. Because exact results are
available for these models, it is possible to discuss their
interpretation without concern for problemsof mathematical formulation. Some models of potentially continuously distributed populations may yield similar results
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but their formulation remains
difficult (SAWYER and SAWYER
(1977), Equation (2.4) and its biological sigFELSENSTEIN
1981).
nificance is similar to that of A2 discussed below.
MARWAMA (1970) and SAWYER
(1976) provide deIn two dimensions, forthe probability
of identity
tailed and complementary mathematical expositions of
of genes at j steps from each other in one dimension
the lattice models. They are lengthy and will not be
and k in the other, one has
repeated here. The APPENDIX summarizes some results
for the finite and infinite population models ( ie., with
OT = &(&r/u)
(3)
a finite or infinite number of subpopulations). Below
4N7ru2 ’
1 - e:
are the main assumptions, meaning of parameters, and
some approximationsforthe
infinite lattice models
where 8,. stands for O,,,,, r = J - 2 1 .k 1s the distance
based on results of SAWYER
(1977).
between genes and & is the modified Bessel function
In their basic formulation the models assume that
of second kind and zero order.
two gametes produced in the same subpopulation have
A different formula must be considered when r = 0:
probability 1/ (2N) of being copies of the same gene.
Under themultinomial sampling scheme of the WrightQ,T
x -In
27rA‘
(4)
Fisher model this amounts to assume that there are
4N7ra
1 - Qf
either 2N “breeding” haploid
individuals per subpopulation, or Ndiploid individuals and that dispersal occurs
A2 is of the same nature as AI above and an explicit
through gametes only. The results are accurate for zydefinition is given in the APPENDIX (Equation A1 1) . Its
gotic dispersal (NAGYIAKI
1983) and some other matbiological significance is discussed later.
ing systems are accounted forby use of “effective popuFSTand related quantities: The previous theory prolation size” arguments(SAWYER1976; TACHIDAand
vides values of the probabilities of identity by descent.
YOSHIMARU1996).Within these models, the “effective
Hence it can be used to provide values of the correlapopulation size” is a measure of the rateat which genes
tion P, = (Bo - Q,) / ( 1 - Oj) of genes within populacoalesce per generation.
tions with respect to genes at some distance j . This
These models also assume that thereis a finite second
quantity is different from F,,;, which is better defined
moment of the distance between a gene and its parent
as ( Qo - Q) / ( 1 - Q ) , where the Qs are probabilities
in the previous generation. For symmetric dispersal in
of identity in state rather than identity by descent, and
one dimension, this is also the variance u
‘ of parental
from the ratio of average coalescence times, CS,; = ( 7;
position X relative to offspring position. u*is not the
- T , )/ T, where the 7”s are average coalescence times
variance Var ( I XI ) of unsigned distance I XI as a‘ =
of pairs of genes at distance j . These distinctions are
Var ( X ) = Var (1x1)+ E ( I X 1 ) ‘ . For isotropic disnecessary to understand how Fstatistics are affected by
persal in two dimensions u 2 is defined as the variance
themutation
rate and mutation process (ROUSSET
of parental “axial distance” X , that would be measured
1996).However, properties of &,can be deduced from
along one dimension. The noncentral second moment
those of Cs-,-and ,B, and in finite populations in the
of parent-offspring euclidian distance is 20‘ and should
limit of low mutation rate, thevalues of allthree paramnot be confused with the variance Var ( R ) of the Euclideters are identical ( SLATKIN
1991; ROUSSET1996).
ian distance as 2a‘ = Var ( R ) E ( R ) * ( e.g., CRAWORD
When 0, = 0, P reaches its maximum possible value,
1984).
which is O o . This is the limit value of ,B at long distances.
If u is the mutation rate per generation, and Q,the
Under the assumption that F,,. = P = B o , Equation 4
probability of identity by descent of a pair of genes at
implies 1 / & , - 1 = 4N7ra2/ (-In (&)
+ 2~A2)
jsteps from each other, thenusing the results of SAWYER
where the denominator is a function of the mutation
(1977) as explained in the APPENDIX, one obtains in
rate and distribution of dispersal, but not of distance.
one dimension (all starred symbols will refer to the
For the stepping stone model
1/FYI,- 1 = 2Nm7r /
infinite lattice models) :
(-In
+
%A2)
where
m
is the fraction ofmie-62 u 1/v
grants. Similar formulas have been obtained by K”
0:
=(1)
and WEISS( 1964) and SLATKIN
and BARTON( 1989),
4NuL’
1and proposed as a basis for estimating either 4N7ra‘ or
This is an approximationfor large geographic disNmby the latter authors.
tances. On the other hand,
It appears useful to reconsider the underlying models. For a one-dimensional infinite population one obQf =-+-,1
A,
(2)
tains
1 - e,* 4 N u a 4Nu
AI + 1 P”
I
=(5)
where A, is a constantdependent on the
dispersal distri1 - 0:
41%
4Na&
’
bution, but not on N or
u. Its definition is given by

+

(a)
+
‘

+

(a)

e,*

-
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geometric, d = 1/2, q = 2/3, a2 = 15/4

which is the difference between ( 1) and ( 2 ) (see APPENDIX ) . For a two-dimensional infinite population,

which is the difference between ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) .The expression in SLATKIN
and BARTON( 1989) for&at short
distances is equivalent except that they do not give a
definition for the equivalent of A2 in their formulas.
The low mutation limits of the above expressions
yield

binomial, n = 16, o2 = 4

If AI is neglected, this is in agreement with a result of
SLATKIN
( 1993) for the stepping stone
model. The twodimensional result is
CfT

1 - Ch.

M

In ( r / a ) - 0.116
4Nxu2

+ 27rA2
>

(8)

+

because ik;o (x)
- (In (x/2)
y e ) fora small x
(ABRAMOVITZ and STEGUN
1972, eq. 9.6.13), where y I
= 0.5772 . . . is Euler’s constant. Note that Csr/ (1 is the coalescent approximation for 1/ ( 2 M
where M is the quantity discussed by SLATKIN
( 1993) .
For the log-log plots of fi us. distance discussed there,
log

hi M

log ( 2 N a 2 ) - log ( A l a

+j )

(9)

stepping, d = 1/1OO, a2 = 1/2OO

in one dimension, and
log

M

log (2N7ra2)- log (In ( r / a )
- 0.116

+ 2 ~ A p ) (10)

in two dimensions.
Numerical evaluation of f l j and Plk for finite population structures with different distributions of dispersal
(detailed in the APPENDIX ) are comparedto the infinite
population coalescent approximation with and without
the AI or A2 term in Figures 1 and 2. The theory is
remarkably accurate if the A’s are taken into account.
Schematically, the variables considered have a linear
relationship the slope of which is determined by No2
only and the intercept determinedby both Nand more
complex features of the dispersal distribution embodied in the definition of the A’s. It is not easy to relate
the A values to particular features of the distribution of
dispersal. However, a given value of a 2 may be due to
a relatively large number of migrants at shortdistances
or to a few long distance migrants. Differentiation between neighboring subpopulations should be more efficiently prevented in the formercase than in the latter,
resulting in negative A 2 / a 2values if all migrants are
from neighboring populations (e.g., the stepping stone
model with a‘ = 1/ 200) , and in positive A 2 / a’values
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FIGURE1.-Coalescence and identity measures in onedimensional models. Exact values of p / ( 1 - p ) ( * . ) , computed from (A3) and ( A 7 ) , are compared to the asymptotic
approximation for &/ (1 - Crr) in finite onedimensional
lattices for different distributions of migration (Equation 7,
dark gray line) and the same approximation without the A,
term (-----). u =
and N = 20 in allcases ( a different
value of Nwould only change the y-axis scale). Lattice size is
1000 steps and differentiation shown for distances up to 125
steps. Note the differences between identity by descent measures in the finite population ( * * * ) and infinite population
(light gray line) models.
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geometric, d = 2q = 2/21, o2 = 0.055
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FIGURE2.-Coalescence and identity measures in two-dimensional models. Note the logarithmic scale for distance. Exact
values of ,B/( 1 - p ) ( . * ) , computed from (A5) and (A7) , are compared to the asymptotic approximation for C~yr/( 1 C y , ) in finite two-dimensional lattices for differentdistributions
of migration (Equation 8, dark gray line) and the same
approximation without the A2 term (-----) . The value of 1/ ( 4 N ~ u ' )is indicated by <, and theinverse OfWRIGHT's neighborhood
and N = 20 in all cases ( a different value of Nwould only change the y-axis scale) . Lattice
size (Equation A12) by >. u =
size is 500 X 500 and differentiation shown for distances up to 125 steps in all cases except for the m = 1/ 100 stepping stone
example where 50 X 50 and 700 X 700 lattices are considered and differentiation is shown up to half their length. The infinite
population result for ,B / ( 1 - ,B) is also shown (light gray line) in the latter case. This example shows the relationship between
finite and infinite torus models.

(e.g., the geometric model) if most migrants are from
distant populations. Larger values are obtained when
the fraction of migrants decreases for a given distribution of dispersal distance among migrants (the geometric caseswith q = 2 / 3 and d = 4/3 us. d = ' / 2 ) . The
infinite island model may be considered an extreme
illustration of this case, where Fv./ ( 1 - FYr) = 1/
( 4 N m ) and the slope is 1/ ( 4N+ra2)= 0. It shows that

differentiation can be arbitrarily much larger than 1 /
( 4N7ra2). The binomial model is an intermediate case
where I A2/ g 2I is small, in agreement with the fact that
A2 is null for Gaussian distributions (SAWYER
1977).
Leptokurtic dispersal distributions are commonly observed in natural populations ( ENDLER1977), for example, in the two data sets discussed below (note that,
as for a2,
kurtosis is not defined here from the central
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FIGURE3.-The difference between coalescence and identity measures. These differences are measured by R,,, =
-xK; ( x ) (plain line) or =e? (gray line), in two or one
dimension, respectively. See text for usage.
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moments of unsigned distance, but from the
noncentral moments). They would tend to have high
A 2 / a‘ values, so differentiation among populations at
low distances ( r < a) could be common. However,
kurtosis is not a perfect descriptor of the extent of migration between neighboring populations in the present models nor of A*/ a‘. For some extreme lattice
models strong kurtosis is compatible with migration
only between neighboring subpopulations (the stepping stone example with a’ = 1/ 200 has the highest
kurtosis of all examples in Figure 2 ) .
P and Cw are practically identical at short distances
but progressively depart from each other. Intwo dimensions, the slope of the relationship between P / ( 1 P ) and logarithm of distance, which is independent of
A P ,will be RI/, times that for Cs,/ ( 1 - Cyr) at distance
r where d& ( & r / a ) / d In ( r ) = R I / C . This ratio of
slopes can be deduced from the value of the function
-xKA( x) (Figure 3 ) : at distance r = xu/&, RI/, =
-&A(
x). For example, RlIc = 0.8 for r =
0.56a/&, and
R I / < ; = 0.2 for r = 2.4a/&. It
is
necessary to know both u and a to determine the distance at which some discrepancy between coalescence
and identity measures is reached. For example, if u =
and a 2 = 0.1 km‘, the distance where RI/, = 0.2
is only 53.7 km, and 1697 km, if u = lop6and a‘ = 1
km‘. In the onedimensional model, the slope of the
relationship between p / ( 1 - 0) and distance (not its
logarithm) is given by valuesof epx ratherthan xK&( x) (see Equation 5 ) . The deviation from the coalescent approximation occurs at a shorter distance in
one than in two dimensions.
These values are validonly for identity b descent
measures. The distance will be shorter, ( k - 1)/ k
times those given above, for asymmetric k-allele model,
andlonger for stepwise mutation models (ROUSSET
1996). In two dimensions the differences on FS,.values
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FIGURE4.-Differentiation in an elongated habitat. This
figure shows differentiation as a functionof distance and logarithm of distance along the long axis of an habitat of 1000 X
n, subpopulations, for values of ny from 2 to 100. Dispersal
follows the geometric model with d = 2q = 4/3. Exact values
of /?/( 1 - /?) ( - * ) were computed from ( A 5 ) and ( A 7 ) .
--- show expected slopes for onedimensionalhabitats with the
same linear density Nn,. The dark gray line is the asymptotic
approximation for &/ (1 ) (Equation 8 ) . u = lo-”
and N = 20.

cy,

due to differences in mutation rates may not be considerable. For example, for N = 6.23, a* = 2.72, and A2
= 0.745 (values chosen to fit the indirect estimates in
the example from human populations below), themaximum P* value is 0.05 for u = lop6 and 0.04 for u =
l o p 4 .Differences due todifferent mutational processes
are smaller and may be difficult to detect (details not
shown ) .
When should a narrow elongated habitat be considered one-or two-dimensional is not obvious. Numerical
examples (Figure 4 ) suggest that in such habitats, differentiation between populations at distance smaller
than half the width ofthe habitat follows the two-dimensional model in that there is a linear relationship between &,/ (1 - &) and logarithm of distance, and
differentiation between populations at distances larger
than the width of the habitat follows the one-dimensional model, with a linear relationship between &,./
(1 - F s 7 . ) and distance and slope determined by the
density ofindividuals per unit length. Thus,
differentiation in elongated habitats can be analyzed using the
two-dimensional model when habitat is “locally” twodimensional at thescale of studydefined by the distance
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between samples, and using the one-dimensional model
at larger distances.
IMPLICATIONS FOR DATA ANALYSIS

The previous results show that an appropriate representation of data is a plot of estimates of F y , / (1 - FS,.)
against the distance in one dimension or logarithm of
distance in two dimensions. In the latter case, the expected relationship is approximately linear, y = a + bx
with slope b = 1/ ( 4 % ~ ' ) and intercept a = -In (a)
- In ( 2 ) + 27rA2. The slope of the regression may
be used to estimate 1/ (4N7ra'). The quantity

+

e-a/b =

2oe"""2-

Y,

= 1.123~e""~2

(11)

would be independent of subpopulation size. Ifwe
could somehow discard A 2 , it would be possible to estimate both a and N , for example, by 8 = e-'/'/ 1.123
a n d N = 1/(47r&2),ifA2=0.Thiswouldbeavery
poor method formost examples in Figure 2, and there
is no reason to consider A2 negligible in real situations,
hence o and N cannot be estimated separately.
The linear relationship never perfectly holds, and if
possible it is preferable to take into account only the
differentiation observed at distances r > a and r lower
thanthe value determined by some acceptable R,/c
value, for example, r < 0.56a/& for R,,, = 0.8 in
two dimensions. If only a minimal estimate of a is available, it provides an upper bound to thebias measured
by & / C .
Interpretation of parameters: In many recent studies
attempting to estimate a demographic parameter from
genetic data, it is considered appropriate to estimate a
number of migrants between subpopulations and this
creates a needto define subpopulations.This raises two
difficulties, that of estimating number of migrants when
models of isolation by distance do not suggest any simple way to do so and that of defining subpopulations.
The surface occupied by such subpopulations is often
estimated by the surface within whichno differentiation
is detected, or equated to the neighborhood area as
given by WRIGHT'Sformulas. These procedures have
little theoretical support, and it is not the purpose of
the present paper to provide such support. Nor does it
provide any ground to define subpopulations that can
be considered panmictic in some sense, another problematic interpretation of WRIGHT'S
neighborhood.
In fact, the present method of analysis does not require the definition of subpopulations on a lattice, but
only the knowledge of the distances between samples.
In their basic formulation the lattice models assume
that the distance between neighboring subpopulations
E is 1. In data analyses the distance between neighboring
subpopulations is often unknown or even difficult to
define, so it is necessary to identify quantities that inter-

pretation does not depend on the assumption that E =
1, or equivalently is not affected by a change of scale.
The slope is such a quantity: whatever the scale it
is inversely proportional to the product of population
density D, by the second moment of dispersal distance
09. In two dimensions, the slope does not depend on
the spatial scale because of the logarithmic effect of
distance, and D,a: isalways No': when the distance
between steps E is 1, this is density, D, = N,times second
moment, o f = a:, and if scale is changed this is still
density, D, = N / E ~ ,times secondmoment, of =
a' 2 . In one dimension, the slope is No:E:it depends
on the spatial scale but isalways density, D, = N / E ,
times second moment, o: = a y E ' .
Then, in thespecial case of the two-dimensional stepping stone model, a: = aye' = m 2 / 2 and 2D,oT =
( N/E')m 2 = Nm is the number of migrants per subpopulation. Thus Nm can be estimated even if E is unknown, but obviously this quantity provides no information about movements of individuals unless E is known.
In the one-dimensional stepping stone model, D,a: =
N m is not the number of migrants per subpopulation
when E f 1, so the number of migrants cannot be estimated if E is unknown.
Examples: In this section, I give two applications of
the approach described above. First, I have applied it
to Gainj- and Kalam-speaking people of New Guinea for
which both genetic differentiation and demographic
properties have been extensively studied (e.g., WOOD
1987; LONGet al. 1987), which permits a comparison
of different estimates of parameters.
The natal dispersal data of WOODet al. ( 1985) provide
the position of parents of individuals that reproduced
in some place. They can be used to estimate a'. Women
have 6: = 2.21 k
m'and men have e:, = 3.23 km'.
Hence 8
' = (6;+ 8;)/ 2 = 2.72 km'. The population
density is -24 individuals * km" , and age structure and
distribution of number of offspring may reduce the "effective population size" by a factor of 2 (WOOD 1987),
hence a "direct" estimate of 4Drra' is 410.
I reanalyzed the five loci studied by LONG et al.
( 1987)(Figure 5 ) . The slope of the regression is
0.0047, hence the "slope" estimate of 4 k a ' is 213
individuals, about half the direct estimate (the slope
estimate is 265 individuals if differentiation at distances
larger than 8 only is taken into account). Theestimate
of &&computed from all subpopulations is 0.025, hence
by the " l / & - 1" method one would obtain 40, a
poorer estimate of 4Drra'. The high differentiation at
short distances may be at least in part explained by the
nature of the migration distribution, which is strongly
leptokurtic (the kurtosis for the axial migration distribution, inferred under the assumption of isotropic migration, is 14.6), but may also be due to other factors
not included in the model.
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FIGURE5.-Differentiation among Gainj- and Kalam-speaking peoples. Multilocus estimates of pairwise differentiation
are plotted against logarithm of map distances (in K m ) . The
regression is y = 0 . 0 0 4 7 ~+ 0.0191 and themaximum distance
between two subpopulations is 14 km. Genotypic data appear
in LONG et al. ( 1986). FV.was estimated according to WEIR
and COCKERHAM
( 1984).

The other example allowing comparison of direct
and indirect estimates that I have found is that of the
intertidal snail Bembicium vittatum (JOHNSON and BLACK
1995) . The habitat is linear ( -3 m wide) and the results will be analyzed according to the onedimensional
model.
I used the estimate of density at Noddy Shore, D =
111 adults * m" , which is typical of populations along
the "1600m" transect (JOHNSON and BLACK1995).
Dispersal was studied by mark-recapture experiments
within this transect, and I computed an estimate of
the second moment a' of dispersal distance over one
generation (about 12 months) as 2.4 times the estimate
of the second moment over 5 months (see JOHNSON
and BLACK1995). From their Table 1, 8
' = 2.4 (6.4'
+ 181.5) = 533.9 m'. Then a direct estimate of 4Da'
is 2.4 lo5 individuals-m (the latter unit may surprise,
but in one dimension the product
of linear density
times second moment of dispersal distance necessarily
scales as a number of individuals times a distance) . I
reanalyzed the genotypic data for the 1600 m transect
(13 loci, provided by M. S. JOHNSON) and found that
the slope of the regression of p/ ( 1 - fi to distance is
2.76 1O"j (individuals * m) (Figure
6 ) . According to
the one-dimensional model the inverse value 3.6 10'
individuals * m is an estimate of 4Da2, 1.5 times the
direct estimate.
JOHNSON and BLACK'S(1995) estimate of Nm, based
on the approximation log M M log ( N m ) at one interdeme distance ( SLATKIN
1993), is 22 at 150 m. Consideringmoregeneral
migration distributions, and neglecting the AI term in Equation9, this could be
interpreted as an estimate of ( D a ' ) /distance so an
estimate of 4Da' is 88 X 150 = 13200 individuals m,

-

distance (m)
FIGURE 6.-Differentiation
among Bembicium snails.
Multilocus estimates of painvise differentiation are plotted
against distance. The regression is y = 2.76 lO-'x + 0.0015.
Fyrwas estimated according to WEIRand COCKERHAM
( 1984).

far from the "direct" estimate. This discrepancy may
be due to neglecting AI as well as estimation problems
since log - log representations prevent the use of unbiased estimators of F Y I . .
The analytical theory can be used to assess to which
extent the difference between the slope expected from
coalescence measures and the slope expected from F
statistics may bias the analysis. In the human example
the ratio R,,,: as given by Figure 3 is only 0.9996 at 14
km, and in the one-dimensional example this is 0.907
at 1600 m(assuming u = lop6 and using estimated
values of a' in both cases). Thus in the one-dimensional case a slight bias in estimation is expected. It
should result in an overestimation of Na' by some factor <1/0.907, the exact value depending on the location of all samples.
DISCUSSION

The method defined here is based on Fyrvalues for
pairs of populations. Fsl-based analyses appear appropriate in a numberof ways ( CROWand AOKI1984; SLATKIN 1991, 1993, 1994).&values are relatively independent of mutation rate and mutation process, and of
total population size, in contrast to probabilities of identity. The formulas for FYI.,obtained from earlier asymptotic results for large distances and infinite populations,
turn outto be remarkably accurate for the
finite population models and at short distances, particularly in two
dimensions. They can be relatedto average coalescence
times, though the maximum value at long distance is
not given by coalescence theory and depends on both
mutation rate and mutation process. The representation introduced here shouldclarify the relationship between identity and coalescence measures in isolation
by distance models. It also emphasizes the role of the
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kurtosisof the distribution of dispersal on expected
levels of differentiation.
In his formulation of isolation by distance models
WRIGHT (1946) took into account the nature
of the
dispersal distribution by way of the neighborhood size,
a number of individuals, and the neighborhood area,
the surface occupied by this number of individuals. His
most precise definition of neighborhood size is the reverse of “the chance that two uniting gametes came
from the same individual” (see Equation A12). It is
apparent from Figure 2 that this quantity does not describe any simple feature of the model, neither does
the neighborhood area that
is a proportional to the
neighborhood size for all examples in Figure 2. The
quantity 4N7ra2 that determines the value of the slope
in the two-dimensional model should not be confused
with the neighborhood size. WRIGHTfound that the
value of the neighborhood size is 4N.ira2 for Gaussian
dispersal, but is different for other distributions. Here
the result that the slope is 1/ ( 4N7ra2) arises without
reference to a Gaussian distribution of parental distances, and holds more generally.
The theoretical results agree with earlier numerical
studies of Fyr and related quantities that showed that
differentiation in the two-dimensional stepping stone
(i.e., nearest neighbor dispersal) model is roughly as
expected under the island model, and increases more
rapidly with distance in one-dimensional models (KrMURA and MARUYAMA 1971; CROW and Aom 1984;SLATKIN and BARTON1989; SLATKIN
1991) . An important
but frequently neglected message from the two-dimensional stepping stonemodel is that subpopulations that
never exchange migrants may not exhibit much higher
Fy,. values than those that do.
Another important implication of these models is
that an apparent absence of a pattern of isolation by
distance may be duenot only to range expansions
( SLATKIN
1993),but also to sampling at large distances
(so that that R,,c 4 1) , or to large values of
. The
capacity to detect isolation by distance depends also on
the range of (logarithm of) distance valuesinvestigated, and onthe variance of estimators that is probably
lower at short distances.
However, the models show that the variation of pairwise F s T values with distance may be more easily interpretable that theFs,.values themselves. UsingF ~ v a l u e s
themselves to estimate demographic parameters is not
straightforward, and the examples confirm these expectations. In both of them, the “slope” and direct estimates differ by less than twofold. This agreement may
be duein part to the fact that theestimates are based on
differentiation at a relatively small geographical scale,
where stochastic equilibrium is approached more rapidly ( SLATKIN1993) , and where differentiation should
be independent of the details of the mutation process.
Some other complicating factors such as spatial varia-
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tion of demographic parameters or selection variable
in space are also more easily avoided at shortdistances.
The relatively smalldiscrepancies between direct and
indirect estimates may be due to minor inadequacies
of the models as well as imprecision of the estimators.
Good mark-recapture estimates of a‘ may also be difficult to obtain because of long distance migration outside the study area. More studies of this kind would be
necessary before systematic differences between different kind of estimates can be detected and interpreted.
Nevertheless, the variation of FU./ (1 - I+,.) with distance contains the mosteasily interpretable information, and the available examples show that there is a
better match between direct and indirect estimates of
obtained in this way than with indirect estimates
of this quantity obtained by other methods.
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APPENDIX

Identity by descent: Consider migration in one dimension. Let y = (1 - u) and ml be the probability
that the parent of some gene in population j was in

+

population j
I, then at stochastic equilibrium the
probabilities e, of identity by descent of pairs of genes
in subpopulations i and i + j obey the relationship
( MALECOT 1951)

An explicit solution is expressed as follows. For n subpopulations on a circle, let fi be the integer part of n/
2, $( z) = X?: mlzl be the generating function of the
m’s, and define

Then

where A, = AnI2= 1 and Ak = 2 otherwise [see m u ( 1970) with notations changed and slightly different value of f i ] . The limit when n goes to infinity is
(h4ALECOT 1950; NAG1976; SAWYER 1977)

YAMA

In the same way, for a two-dimensional torus of n, X ny
subpopulations,

x cos

(F) (T)
cos

2~km

7

(A5)

where the f i ’ s , E ’ s and $’s are defined as above, one for
each dimension. When both n, and nr goes to infinity,
the above result converges to

,g* =
Ik

1s

Y*; (eZX)*,:

7r

( l2N7r2
- e,*,)

0

(eZY)

1 - y$’x (e’”)$; ( e ” )
X

cos ( j x ) cos ( k y ) dxdy.

(A6)

Evaluation of the integrals in (A4) and (A6)is detailed
by SAWYER
( 1977) andyields Equations 1-4. These formulas are asymptotic results for low mutation rates, ie.,
for y in the neighborhood of 1. Taken as function of
y these are approximations for the generating functions of coalescence times e( y ) in the neighborhood
of 1.
Values of j? and CsT: It is useful to consider the quantity
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At the low mutation limit, it can be interpreted as a
ratio of average coalescence times,

stone model with migration rate in each dimention d/
2. (The migration rate m M din two dimensions if d is
small.) When d = 1 and n 2 2, this is a "shifted"
binomial that may be considered a discrete equivalent
of Gaussian migration. In other cases q ,= 1 - d / 2
and

ml = (1 - q)qL-'d/4 for 1 f 0 ,
This ratio has a finite limit when the numberof subpopulations increases though theaverage coalescence times
themselves become infinite. In finite populations To =
2Nnp,where np isthe numberof subpopulations ( STROBECK 1987), hence
is readily obtained when Cw is
known.
From Equation A3,

x (1

- COS

(y))
, (A9)

and when n goes to infinity,

0:
1

-

pi*

-

@ ( e " ) = 1 - [I - ( 1 - q)(cos (x) - q ) /

(1 - 2 ~ 0 s( x ) q + q')]d/2
and

a'= (d/2)(1

+ q)/(l

-

q)2.

Thus, the fraction of migrants is determined by d, and
among migrants distance follows a geometric distribution described by q.
A2 is defined by SAWYER(1977), Equation (3.4).
Since C~v./( 1 - CS,)is almost identical to the "potential kernel" of the random walk defined by the 9"s
( SPITZER
1976),some results ofSPITZER (1976),p. 124,
can be used to obtain a somewhat more explicit formula
in the case of isotropic migration:

1J T

y@' ( e " )
2N7r o 1 - y @ ' ( e")
X

(1 -

COS

( j x )) dx.

(A10)

The integral is no more than a difference between two
integrals discussed by SAWYER( 1977). In this way one
obtains Equation 5 as the difference between Equations
1 and 2. Likewise Equation 6 is the difference between
Equations 3 and 4.
Discrete
migration
distributions,
A2 values,
and
Wright's neighborhood size: The examples make use
of the following distributions of parent-offspring distance. In some cases the probability of migration by I
steps in one dimension is mL(d, n) = dC1,+""2-" + (1
- d)Slo(neven),@ ( e " ) = 1 - d ( l - cos"(x/2)) and
g 4 - dn/4. When n = 2 it corresponds to the stepping

where A = 0.9159 . . . is Catalan's constant. AI and A2
were computed using Muthemutica (WOLFRAM
1991) .
In thepresent notations, WRIGHT'Sneighborhood
size (WRIGHT1969, Equations 12.40-12.41) can be
written

for the lattice models. It has no simple relationship to
Nand to A2/ 0 or the integral in the definition of A2,

